
Rev. Alethea Devi - Heart Song Ceremonies 

MY Wedding Ceremony Packages: 

GOLD: 100% Fully-Customized "Written Just for You" Ceremony ($600) 

My most popular and elaborate ceremony package-(about 30-40 min. long) 

I give you the BEST of my services, my expertise in ceremony creation and 
presenting.  

Let’s chat about your vision for your day. From our conversations, We’ll create the 
ceremony theme, design personal vows, and find poetry readings that go with it. Your 
ceremony may be Interfaith, multicultural or inter-spiritual; formal or casual, and 
include anything and everything that is meaningful to you. This is what will make it most 
Romantic and Memorable for you and your guests. 

You'll get: Unlimited emails and edits to get just the right words and gestures.  
Example: You may have your dog carry the rings. You may have your friend read her 
poem. You may have it in the gardens or in a historic Lodge. You may have it be 
religious, spiritual or secular in flavor..but always , it will be memorable, because it will 
be a celebration of YOU and YOUR LOVE!!! 

We will co-create your dream ceremony to include elements like: 
*Sharing Your Love Story 
*Your Dreams for the future 
*What you love about each other 
*Family cultural/heritage rituals 
*Romantic Poetry and Readings 
*Personalized Vows, Ring Blessings 
*Unity Rituals and the inclusion of Multi-cultural and Multi-faith elements 
*Unlimited emails & edits/revisions to get the ideal ceremony text 
*Rehearsal Included 
*Keepsake copy of Ceremony included 
*Ceremony orchestration with other vendors 
To create your One of a kind ceremony will takes a bit of time to create and write.  
My rates reflect the time needed to do this, with a great joy in my heart. 



SILVER: Semi-Customized Ceremony ($450) (about 30 minutes long) 

Find all your favorite parts… select Poetry, Vows, Ring Blessings, from my library, with 
your input for edits and flavor…. (I can help you write your vows), I will make it flow and 
sound great. Again, its a celebration of YOU.  

Also included: 
*Unity Rituals and the inclusion of Multi-cultural and Multi-faith elements 
*Unlimited emails & edits/revisions to get the ideal ceremony text 
*Rehearsal Included 
*Love poetry, Heart-Touching Vows, Blessing 
*Ceremony Orchestration 

CRYSTAL: Elegant pre-written Ceremony ($300) (about 15 min. long) 

I have written a few ceremonies that are timeless in their theme and flavor. You may 
preview my samples. A few refinements of terms or words is ok. 

*Text refinements 
*Beautiful Vows, Poetry, Blessing & Unity Ritual  
*Couple’s Only-No bridal Party. 
*No rehearsal needed. 

  
Elopements: $175 (10 minutes) 

The special questions..and your 2 witnesses, 
at my home/office, in front of a vintage wood fireplace. 




